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Tantalisingly, Wall Street’s S&P500 Index has just rebounded upwards off a support line
dating back to mid-November and it was racing upwards last Friday when the news
broke that US President Donald Trump was intent upon ratcheting up the pressure of
his trade war with China.
So I write at a time when market events are changing rapidly by the hour with the outlook likely
to turn increasingly negative as investor concern grows in the face of uncertainty. In the
process we are seeing the illustration of classic chart formations such as the pennant I have
drawn onto the graph below.

Though pennants generally signal the probability of a price break-out, the direction is
usually uncertain. However, ShareFinder’s artificial intelligence system senses the
probability of a downward break at least until late July. And similar trends are evident, most
particularly in the case of London which has been in a marked bear trend since early January,
a situation made inevitable by the protracted uncertainty of the planned exit from the EEC. My

second graph below makes this very clear:
Arguably the healthiest market is Germany’s Dax Index which has just begun a powerful

upsurge following two months of declines within a very positive long-term growth pattern. But
here again ShareFinder’s projections system senses the cyclic probability of a negative trend
at least until July followed by a brief recovery until mid-September and then another down

phase until the end of October.
In Paris, the long-term (green) downward cycle is very evident with ShareFinder sensing the

probability of declines at least until the end of October:

The Hong Kong market is arguably the most pessimistic of all currently with a pronounced
pennant formation obvious and the inevitable break-out imminent and ShareFinder predicting
declines until March next year:

All of which takes us to our own JSE All Share Index which is looking a lot healthier than most,
at least in terms of ShareFinder’s outlook projection which sees a recovery beginning late May.
The ShareFinder Blue Chip Index in respect of the JSE is also looking healthier than most.

Having broken down out of a similar pennant, it is projected to bottom in the next few days,
trend sideways until May and then begin a long slow recovery for the next few months at least,

though further weakness is being signalled for August and September.

All of which brings me to the Prospects Portfolio which through
all of this has continued as if it was on rails, climbing at a
compound annual average rate of 22.1 percent since inception
in January 2011 as illustrated by my third graph on this page:
Zooming in on the present outlook for the portfolio, a very sharp
pennant formation is also obvious with ShareFinder currently
projecting two outcomes; a short-term upward break that is likely
to run out of steam in mid-May and a medium-term projection
seeing declines until late May before a recovery gets under way.
I believe that the yellow short-term break upwards is most likely
but in the longer term a decline until the end of May is probable.

The Prospects Portfolio

Like the rest of the market, the Prospects Portfolio has declined in value over the past month,
now standing at a total value of R3 446 701 compared with last month’s R3 566 167 but with a
total return of 24.56 percent annually it remains, arguably the best-performing portfolio in South
Africa. The current status of the portfolio is tabulated below:

Shares within it with a negative cyclic bias
are Advertech whose ShareFinder projection I have reproduced on the right. Clearly
there has been negative sentiment about
this share since October last year. The company has arguably been experiencing something of an identity crisis in recent years and
its formerly sparkling 15-year dividend
growth rate of 45.05 percent had slowed to
16.37 percent at the ten-year average and
7.51 at the five-year average, but a modest
turnaround occurred at the most recent announcement taking growth back to 10.17
percent. Since we have been in a clean-up
phase I have decided to dispose of the
shares should they reach ShareFinder’s projected R16.69 peak this month.
Famous Brands, another formerly sterling
performer bit off rather more than it can
chew in the short-term with its foray into Britain’s fast-food market which resulted in the
company deciding not to award a dividend
late last year. Furthermore, earnings per
share have come down from a 15-year average of 25.37 percent to 10.34 percent at the
five-year mark and a disturbing negative
20.89 percent at the latest level. Nevertheless, the share price had been recovering
nicely from November to February when,
along with the market as a whole, it again
began losing ground in March.
ShareFinder projects that Famous Brands
will continue losing value until mid-October
and so it makes sense to rid ourselves of
this share as well if it gets to between
R112.92 and R113 during the rest of this
month before the next projected downward
slide.
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